As known, in AI research, shifting from deterministic to uncertaintyaware planning is a substantial change. These require different approaches, such as A* search in the former and AO*-based search in the latter. Typically, nondeterministic planning is computationally more difficult. The challenge in our domain is to solve real problems in real time. "Real problems" refer to modeling the domain in a detailed fashion and encoding the transport network of a (large) real city. Finding plans within a fraction of a second in most cases arguably passes as real-time performance.
A textbook AO* does not scale in such a domain. Building a fast, scalable journey planner based on AO* requires a substantial research effort to construct a detailed and yet effective domain modeling as an AND/OR search problem and to develop efficient speedup enhancements. The modeling and part of the enhancements are reported in a conference paper (Botea, Nikolova, and Berlingerio 2013) . Others are planned for a future report. Below I list ideas that worked well, many of which resemble in high-level terms existing strategies from the AI literature.
The heuristic to guide AO* uses two lookup tables with admissible estimates (that is, not overestimating the true value), one for the travel time and one for the number of legs in the journey. When several buses could possibly come in any order at a given stop, a form of partial-order reduction allows pruning equivalent combinations. When several bus stops are within walking distance from a current location, generating a walking action to each of them might be unnecessary (for example, imagine that all stops are served by the same route). The system leverages rules for walking-action pruning and proves their correctness in the presence of uncertainty. Furthermore, users can specify maximum acceptable amounts for the walking time, the cycling time, and the number of legs in a journey. States are pruned when the amount spent so far, plus a precomputed admissible estimate of the amount needed from here on, exceed the maximum acceptable amount. The system performs statedominance pruning. In nondeterministic planning, the correct application of dominance pruning depends on the types of the nondeterministic branches on the path to each of the two states considered.
The quality of the input data is important. Static bus timetables are more broadly available, but their accuracy suffers when actual arrival and departure times do not respect the timetable. Actual arrival and departure times at stops along a route, extracted for instance from GPS traces, are useful, but their availability is not very common yet. Historical GPS data can be used to build uncertainty models for arrival and departure times. Real-time updates are useful, for instance, to check whether trips in progress are invalidated by recent changes in the network. This allows notifying the affected users and replanning.
The system can read public transport updates, such as fresh arrival and departure times, from various sources, including the IBM IIT product. For bike, bike parking, and car parking availability, efforts have focused on prediction models based on historical and current data (Chen et al. 2013) .
Our asset (Botea et al. 2016 ) has been featured in multiple client demonstrations, sometimes with a specific focus stemming from client needs. In one demonstration, the scope was extended from a single city to a regional, multicity area. Other extensions integrate car pooling (Berlingerio et al. 2015) and private cars.
Feedback received included the important question whether, in a realistic scenario, the performance of nondeterministic plans would differ significantly from standard plans. Part of our testing has focused on differences in terms of arrival times . A larger-scale evaluation is under way. 1 Actual journey plan requests and dynamic updates on transport network data from Rome, Italy, are passed in real time to our system, in parallel with the existing production system. 2 This would allow comparison of nondeterministic and deterministic multimodal journey planning in real-life conditions.
Other future directions include integrating electrical vehicles, and further 
